The Bull Creek Blind and tower system is
structurally designed to provide a safe
and easy way to set-up your deer blind.
Height options range from 4, 8 or 12 ft.

Step 5: Lower the front-end loader
until the extensions take the weight
of the blind.
Step 6: Each leg has feet that can be
extended up to 16” and depending
on the terrain to make the blind
level. After checking the stand and
extending the feet as needed, slowly
back tractor out away from the
blind.

Items Needed but not provided:
•
•
•
•

Tractor with forks
Level
Mallet
Small Ladder (8’ Tower) or 8’ 		
Ladder (12’ Tower)

Transporting the Blind
Step 1: When unloading blind from trailer
or moving to a new location, slide forks
between the top and bottom rail on the
skid platform.
Bracing with the Cable System
Step 3: From either end of the blind, slide
tractor forks between the top and bottom
rail. As you lift the blind the extensions
will hinge down. Continue to lift the blind
until the extension’s feet are off the
ground.
Step 4: Use the pins removed from step 2
and place in the bottom bracket on all four
corners to secure the extensions in place.
Preparing the Extensions
Step 2: Remove
the top pin from
all four corners
of the extension
bracket and lower
extensions to the
ground.

Step 7: Use the provided anchors
and cables to secure the blind. Place
one anchor at each corner of the
feet, use the mallet to hammer the
anchor into the ground.

Step 8: Install the nine quick links on
chain links located on the bottom of
extensions, and above located on the
platform.
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Tightening the cables

Step 9: Use the diagram as a guide
on how to run the cables diagonally
through the quick links and brace
off the blind. Start with the end of
the cable that has the inline racket
closest to the cable loop. Use the
opposite end of the cable to run
through the quick links.

Step 10: Raise the inline rachet up the
cable three feet. Using the tool provided,
tighten up each cable until there is no
slack in the lines.

Anchors and cables supplied are minimal
anchoring options. Use additional methods
if desired.
Disclaimer
Do not exceed 1500 lbs. between blind,
hunters, and equipment on tower stands.
Bull Creek does not recommend raising
the tower system any other way than
instructed.

Visit www.bullcreekblinds.com for
instructional video.
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